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Attendant Gifts for the Guys
Presentations can etch or engrave names, dates, initials or

other information on beer mugs and money clips.

Let Presentations personalize your wedding!
Make your reception an

M
n
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extra special one. The
Entertainer has just the
ticket for the perfect
reception. Perfect tunes
and perfect lights for
every crowd. At the
most reasonable rates in
town, (only $150). The
Entertainer has all
ranges of music from
polka's, rock, country
to disco. The Enter-
tainer. . .Fashionable
music performance.
Call us at T & T Video
477-480- Or stop in at
217 N. 14th (Va b!ks.

(Gvivth(xnmseling 'aids
marital sexproblems

By CHRISTOPHER BURBACII

Sex and marriage the first is important to the
success of the latter, according to a Lincoln minister.

"Marriage has a lot to do with communication,
intimacy, being together. Sexuality is one of the
most important ways of expressing love and inti-
macy," said the Rev. Benjamin Roe, a United Metho-
dist minister. Roe said couples often come to him for
counseling about human sexuality.

Roe said sexual expression includes touching
like hugs and backrubs as well as any type of genital
expression, which is just one of many possibilities.

"Intercourse is just one part of the picture," Roe
said. That's important for disabled people."

Talking about sex is important for couples, Roe
said. "Sometimes I suggest they go on an exploring
mission of each other," he said. The two then can
increase their capability of "mutual pleasuring."
Such an endeavor inspires creativity, which nur-
tures a couple's entire relationship, he said.

Roe said a good sex life "really emphasizes the
flowing back and forth between the couple's beings
as whole people, a sharing of real, honest, generous
thoughts and feelings. It honors their integrity. The
physical aspect, what each individual likes, is part of
the picture."

"I work with people who want to affirm and grow
in their sexuality," Roe said. Some of the problems
he said he encounters arise in relationships dis-
turbed by questions of sexual orientation, sexual
dysfunctions or other physical disabilities.

"My basic approach is pastoral counseling
within that, growth counseling based on growth and
hope. Often sexuality issues are connected to life
concerns and life goals " Roe said.

"Success is when a person can either begin grow-
ing or grow more in their own appreciation of them-
selves and their relationship," he said. "Even if their
problem isn't solved in the way they wanted origi-
nally, at least they'll have new ways to look at it."

Roe said his approach is based on spirituality.
"From the Christian point ofview, God is the source
of creation. We are created for each other, for rela-

tionships," he said. "Jesus is the unique bearer of the
understanding and power to become whole and
reconciled with ourselves and our community."

A healthy sexual relationship between the part-
ners in a marriage is important not only for the
couple, but for their children as well

"Ifa couple really does express love and intimacy,
if they're comfortable, their children would be likely
to be affirmed in their own right," Roe said.
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Beautiful pens
as attendant

gifts
A unique gift that's al-

ways used. What better
way to say "thank you"than and engraved pen
from Ken for Pen's. En-
graving included FREE
on wedding orders for
all attendants. We have
special pen to suit all
occasions. A varied se-

lection of wedding in-
vitations and Thank
Yous. (All 20 off). All
this from your pen
pals. . .
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Morris Brodkey (far right) and his wife Ethel are shown here in front of the first Brodkey store,

began in 1880. At the time it was a single family operation devoted to providing the finest quality

jewelry at fair prices, to those in their community. Little did they know it would blossom into a 3

generation, statewide jewelry tradition. Today there are 8 Brodkey locations throughout Nebraska

and 1 in Iowa. They're still run by the Brodkeys, and they still offer the same quality, jewelry and

service

We've been putting fine diamonds on fine people for 104 years!
Trust the Brodkey Boys, . .Vear Diamonds! i
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Lincoln Omaha Norfolk Grand Island Columbus Hastings Council Bluffs, Iowa


